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A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SPACES
BY MEANS OF HOLOMORPHIC SEMIGROUPS*

S. J. L. VAN EIJNDHOVEN, J. DE GRAAF" AND R. S. PATHAK

Abstract. The Gel’fand-Shilov spaces $ff, a 1/(k+ 1), t= k/(k+ 1), are special cases of a general type
of test function spaces introduced by de Graaf. We give a self-adjoint operator so that the test functions in
those $ff spaces can be expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions of that self-adjoint operator.

AMS-MOS subject classification (1980). Primary 46F05, 35K15

1. Introduction. De Bruijn’s theory of generalized functions based on a specific
one-parameter semigroup of smoothing operators [1] was generalized considerably by
de Graaf [4]. In brief this extended theory can be described as follows: In a Hilbert
space % consider the evolution equation

where 9 is a positive, self-adjoint operator, which is unbounded in order that the
semigroup (e-tt)t>_0 is smoothing. A solution u of (1.1) is called a trajectory if u
satisfies

(1.2i)
(1.2ii)

Vt>0 V’r>O" e-au(t)-u(t+r),
Vt>0" u(t)%.

The limit limt,oU(t ) does not necessarily exist in !
6r The elements ofThe complex vector space of all trajectories is denoted by ,t-

-,a are called generalized functions.
The test function space ,a is the dense linear subspace of consisting of

smooth elements of the form e-tXh, where h% and t>0; we have ,:
LJt>oe-tt(6). The densely defined inverse of e-tgx is denoted by etgx. For each ,
there exists z>0 such that e*a makes sense. The pairing between $,a and ,a is
defined by

(1.3)

Here (.,.) denotes the inner product in %. Definition (1.3) makes sense for >0
sufficiently small, and due to the trajectory property (1.2i) it does not depend on the
specific choice of r. For further results concerning this theory we refer to [4].

The aim of the present paper is to show that for certain Gel’fand-Shilov spaces $
[2] there exists an operator 9 such that -c,a. This leads to the result that the
elements of the dual of ff can be interpreted as trajectories. Furthermore, we find that
a function in the studied $ff-spaces can be developed in a series of certain orthonormal
functions.
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2. Eigenfunction expansions of test functions in . Let us consider the following
eigenvalue problem in

dE

(2.1) dxEY+() xEk)y O,

where is a real number and k a positive integer. It is well-known that the operator
-d2/dx2+x2k has a point spectrum and the set of eigenvalues () is real, positive
and unbounded. In the sequel we shall regard it as ordered with hn+l kn, n--0, 1,,--
The corresponding normalized eigenfunctions (Pn } form a complete orthonormal basis
in E2(R). So by the Riesz-Fischer theorem everyf22() can be represented by

(2.2) f=
n--0

where a, ( f, q, ) is an e2-sequence.
First of all we gather some of the estimates for the eigenvahes X, and the

eigenfunctions q, of the problem (2.1), and then characterize {p, } as elements of certain
ff-spaces. We take ,(x)>0 for large positive values of x, cf. Titchmarsh [5,Chap.
VIlil.

From Titchmarsh [5, p. 144] we have

(2.3) ,,,--O(n2/(+’)), n-)m.

According to Titchmarsh we have the following estimates for the normalized eigenfunc-
tions

(2.4)
2 hln+V4kI  (x)l 3 for allxR, nN [5,p. 168],

(2.5) [q,.(x)l<-q,,,(xo)exp{-f(u’--X,,)!/du} for/-->/0-->hk/2 [5,p. 165].

We take XO--(kn)l/2k. From a straightforward calculation it follows that

2 { [x[k+l }[q’(X) --< -5 hi"+ 3/4kexp 4 k+l

for Ixl_>2X./2k. For any number a, 0<a< 1/4(k+ 1), we have

(2.6) [,l,,,(x)l <-g,,exp(-alxl"+), x,
where

2 )l.+ (2k+l (k+ l)/2kK,, -5 3/4kexp a).,, ).
The eigenfunction k,(x) can be extended to an entire function ,(z). We want to
estimate pn(z) in the complex plane. First we produce an estimate for Ik,(0)l. Let >0
denote a point at which p,2 reaches its absolute maximum. We have 0ln/2k.
Integrate the equality

d )2 d
dx ( l’ ( Xn-- x2k ) ---x ( ff/n2 )
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from 0 to . A crude estimate yields

2 1 + 2k kln+3/2+3/4kI;(o)1-< 3

Next, following the technique of Titchmarsh [5, p. 172] it can be shown that

k,(z)=Y()(z) + E (Y(m)(z)--Y(m-I)(z)}, ZC.
m--I

Here y(O)(z) k,(O) + zk(O) and y(m)(z ), m --> 1, can be obtained from

With

y(m)(z)---y(O)(z)-’l- (s2k--.n)y(m-l)(s)(W--s)ds.

lY(">(z)-Y<m-’>(z)l<ly(>(z)l{Izl:++x"} (2m)t
we get the estimate

Here

I+( z )1 K.(lz I)exp(Iz[++ -I x’/lz I).

4. + 3/4k 1/2K.(lzl)- -h. (1 +(1 +2k)x’./ll)_>ly<(z)l
Now let d>0. Then

exp( X’f+ Iz ) _< exp( d-klz[k+’)
whenever Izl_>d./++ and

exp( x’+/=Iz I)_< exp( d,(+ l)/2k )
whenever Izl d +/z Thus we have

(2.7) I+( z )1-K.(lz [)exp(dX(+ ,)/2k )exp(1 + d-k )lzl
++l

THEOREM 1. The eigenfunctions of the eigenvalue problem (2.1) are elements of the
space , where a 1/(k+ 1) and fl k/(k+ 1).

Proof. Since k, is an entire function and since it satisfies (2.6) and (2.7), in view of
the criterion of Gel’fand and Shilov [2, p. 220], the result follows. []

THEOREM 2. Letf2(),

and suppose there is >0 such that

a,,--O(exp(--’rh(n+"/Zk)).
Thenf$k/k+l

l/k+l"
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Proof. In (2.6) we can take a>0 so small that ’>a2k+. Then for some C>0 and
all x

[f(x)l X tan[lqn(x)l
n---0

<-C X Knexp{--(z--a2’+l)(n+’)/2k}exp(--alx[’+l)
n--O

So If(x)lC’exp(-alxlk+l) for some C’>0. Further we can take d>0 and d<-, so
that with the aid of (2.7)

If(z)l < 2 lanllq(z)l
n--0

_<exp((1 +d-)lzl+l) X K,,(lzl)exp(-(z-d)2t(k,+’)/2’)
n-O

-<C" exp((1 +d-’)lzl+’)
for some C">0. By the criterion of Gel’fand and Shilov as used in the proof of
Theorem f$k/k+l/k+l"

[’-1

Let 9 k be the self-adjoint operator in 2() defined by

d 2

(2.8) 9 k + x2k"
dx 2

Then as a corollary of Theorem 2 we have
COROLLARY 1. The test function space e2(a),, is included in /+/+ . Here k----

(k)(k+l)/2k.
Proof. The functions q, are the eigenfunctions of the positive self-adjoint operator

3 with eigenvalues (nk+l)/2k. Let fge),,. Then there exists h2() and z>O
such that

f e-,3,h.

This provides (f,p,,)-exp(--A(+/2’)(h,p,). So the coefficients (f,,) are of the
order exp(-,h(+ l)/2g). By Theorem 2 we havefg/’+

l/k+ " [-’]

We want to prove the converse of Corollary 1"
THEOREM 3.

__k/k+l
"2( ), 1/k+

In the proof of this theorem we need some lemmas.
LEMMA 1. Let Mr,Jr be nonnegative integers for r- 1,2,. .,n. Then

Oi’xJ’Di2...Di"xJ"- cij(l)xlJ-tlDli-tl,
1[

where D is the differential operator d/dx and where the coefficients ci( l) satisfy

J!I%(1)1-< (j-l)!

(c,j(l)--O if l>min(i,j)).
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We use multi-indices, and Ii1-i+ i2 + +in, i!"-il!i2! in!, etc.

Proof. See Goodman [3, p. 67].
LIMMA 2. Let f be an infinitely differentiable function which satisfies the following

inequalities forfixed A, B, C>0 and a, fl> O, a + fl >_ 1:

(2.9) [(xDtf)(x)[<_CABtkl/t, k,l-O, 1,2, .
Then for each n N and ,j f

(Di’xj’ Di"xJ"f )( x)lx C alnl(llJlUllilall

where C C, A =2a+leA, B =2elB and e-(a+B)-.
Proof. Let n M and i,j n. Then by Lemma

With the assumption (2.9) we estimate this series as follows:

I<--min(i,j)

_<CE 1 J!
1! (j--l)! li--11!

<_CAUlBII, 1--( (j-l)’ li-ll’
Ij-ll i-

The latter series can be treated as follows

l<--min(i,j)
I--T. (j- 1)! li- ll!

[j- 1[ u-zlli- II

_< sup sup J
i,i<_I,I [i-ll t(IZl !) I-1 Ij-ll!(IZlt)

-1

We have

( )-’
,<_j I11

With the aid of the inequality n <n <n !e n"

(1i1!) a lal’-’l<:

(li-II !)ot li--l

<--2lilellil([i[ !)[ (li-l[)(-)[li-tl<--2lile[lilli[/lil
and similarly

l-ll ) <2ol31JleOUllJlUl"
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Combining these results, we derive

(D xj’ Di’,xJ,f ) ( x ) < calnlil lj ’t all

2a+ eaA B 2"e#B. E]where A
LEMMA 3 Forf q /k+

/k+ we have

f(x)i<-KN p p-O, l,2,

where K andN are fixedpositive constants depending on f
Proof. Let a 1/(k+ 1), fl- k/(k+ 1). Let fff. Then there are positive con-

stants A, B, C such that for all x R

with l,q=0, 1,2,....
Now let p q N. Then

1(X Dqf )(X )1--< calnqlatqoq,

p

X
s--0

where Vs(D2, x2k) consists of a sum of (P) combinations of the form

(D2 )il(x2k )Ji (D2 )in(x2k )Jn
where i + + i--s andj + +j=p-s. With the aid of Lemma 2 we have

withA 20+e" and B 2"eB. So

](DX--x2)Pf(xl[C
p

C
s=O

=C(A
Substituting the values of and B it follows that

[(D2 x2 )Pf(x)1 C(A2+B2 )pp2pk/(k+ 1)

whereA=((2k)"A) and B 2B.
Proof of Theorem 3. Because of Corolla we only have to prove the inclusion

So letf/+/+. Put a (f,), nN. Then for eachpN fixed

With the aid of Lemma 3 we get positive constants KI and NI such that
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And

By (2.4) and (2.5)

n--0, 1,2,-.

8 tln+ 5/4k Ckkln+ 3/4k<-- +-3

where ck only depends on k. Therefore

la.l--<c kln+ 5/4kt-pgfN[p2pk/(k+ 1)

Finally taking the infinum of the right-hand side with respect to p we arrive at

lanl<_c,Kf X,+ s/4kexp (2fie-tNf-1/2/3) kln/’2O
with/3--k/(k+ 1). From this the assertion follows.

By taking Fourier transforms in Theorem 3 we derive easily
THeOreM 4.

$1/+ --$ek/k+l (n),

where k-((-d2/dx2)k + x2)+)/.
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